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Abstract

In this paper we describe the 2017 system
of the CornMich team for the TAC Belief
and Sentiment (BeSt) task for Chinese.

1 Introduction

The Cornell-Michigan team (aka CornMich) sub-
mitted 3 Chinese runs for NIST TAC Belief and
Sentiment (BeSt) Track 2017. We employed a
rule-based system for belief, and a hybrid sys-
tem for sentiment. In the following sections, we
present the design for belief and sentiment respec-
tively.

2 Belief

Our system is based on the approach of the major-
ity baseline of the BeSt Evaluation 2016 (Rambow
et al., 2016).

2.1 Target Extraction

Our system regards every relation/event in the
ERE input as a target with type=“cb” and polar-
ity=“pos”.

2.2 Source Extraction

Given a target, our system looks for the post/article
where the mention text/trigger of the target first
appears, and uses the post author as the source.

2.3 Submissions

Confidence is set to 1 for every belief. 3 runs are
identical.

3 Sentiment

Our system is built upon Cornell’s Chinese senti-
ment system at TAC 2016 (Niculae et al., 2016).

3.1 Target Extraction

Figure 1 illustrates the flow of sentiment target ex-
traction. The input is any target candidate (i.e. any
entity, relation, or event in the ERE input), and the
output is the polarity of the input (i.e. positive,
negative, or none). Below is a brief description of
each module.
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Figure 1: Sentiment Target Extraction. Rectangles
and dashed circles represent modules and data re-
spectively.

The three feature extraction modules ex-
tract word vectors (trained with posts crawled
from Tianya), part-of-speech tags, charac-
ter/word/phrase level sentiment-related informa-
tion from dictionaries1, indicators of ERE, the
target candidate type, the document genre, the
number of entities in the sentence that the target
candidate belongs to etc..

The machine learning-based model is a neu-
ral network for sentence-level sentiment analysis.
The neural network is composed of a single LSTM
layer, an average pooling layer followed by a soft-
max layer. It is trained with about 4k sentences
from Weibo with polarity annotated. The senti-
ments of the mention text/trigger and the sentence

1While most dictionaries are collected from the Inter-
net, we have one induced by semi-supervised learning from
Tianya posts (i.e. the dashed arrow from Tianya to Dictionar-
ies in Figure 1).



output by this model are combined by the wrap-
per.

The rule-based model is model with a bunch of
genre-specific and domain-specific rules. Specif-
ically, for newswire, it has rules for dealing with
diplomatic language. for discussion forum, it has
rules for dealing with informal languages, espe-
cially morphs in Chinese Internet Slang.

In the last step, the rule-based model and the
wrapper are tuned on BeSt 16 gold data separately,
and then ensembled together.

3.2 Source Extraction
For discussion forum, sentiment source extrac-
tion is the same as belief source extraction. For
newswire, our system outputs up to 2 sources for
each target. One is the post author, which is the
same as belief source extraction. The other is the
first entity (if exists) on the left side of the re-
porting speech (such as “say”, “mention”) around
which the mention text/trigger of the target ap-
pears.

3.3 Submissions
We have 7 versions of the system optimized by dif-
ferent Fβ measure, and confidence of a sentiment
is set based on how many versions by which the
sentiment is reported. Run 1, 2, 3 are focused on
good F1, precision, recall respectively.
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